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Discover the heart and diversity of our living pla-
net. With stunning images and unique stories of 
mankind’s relationship with these natural wonders, 
Season 2 reveals never-before-filmed volcanoes.

35x26’

Mohei Honda is one of Japan’s most innovative tea 
masters. He experiments, purifies and reinvents the 
ancient art of tea, which he presents as a perfect 
antidote to the frenzy of today’s world.

52’

This stunning series reveals the breathtaking beauty 
of never-before-filmed nature and wildlife sites 
around the world and the quests to protect them.

9x52’

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/DES_VOLCANS_ET_DES_HOMMES
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/JAPON__LE_COMBAT_D_UN_MAITRE_DE_THE
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LES_MERVEILLES_DE_LA_NATURE
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=21723&selectedLanguage=fr
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-13090579-SERIES.mp4
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=6535&selectedLanguage=en
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-14978662-SERIES.mp4
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=12280&selectedLanguage=en
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Let’s observe the unknown airport wildlife. When 
rabbits and foxes play a role in the airport’s eco-
system and are protected by scientists, others 
could be a threat to aircraft safety…

43’ & 52’

An immersion in the heart of the mountain wildlife. 
Each episode follows an animal living in a specific 
landscape’s altitude: the wild cat, the bear and the 
eagle, from the lowest to the top! 

Whether they depict deep-sea divers in the Bermuda 
triangle or game keepers in the far reaches of the Si-
berian forest, these films provide us with insights into 
the lives and work of exceptional men and women. 

383x52’3x43’ & 3x52’

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LES_ANIMAUX_DE_L_AEROPORT
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LES_PYRENEES_SECRETES_
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/360__GEO
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-14931207-SERIES
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=20368&selectedLanguage=en
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-207888-ONEOFF_ONLY.mp4
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=17644&selectedLanguage=en
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-130713-ONEOFF-TRAILER.mp4
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=2481&selectedLanguage=en
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A unique dive into the Mediterranean Sea with an 
international expedition searching for undiscovered 
underwater volcanoes, led by Emmy-nominated 
Laurent Ballesta, winner of the 2021 Wildlife Pho-
tographer of the Year Grand Title.

52’

Volcanoes dominate human life in the most 
surprising ways. Half a billion people live at 
their feet. They are essential to our existence 
but may cause our doom.

6x52’

Uncover the fascinating ugly animals, left out of res-
cue and preservation plans. Behind their repulsive 
appearance, hides an incredible biology and a key 
role in the ecosystem! 

2x52’

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Le_feu_de_la_Mer_Mediterranee
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/VOLCANS_DU_MONDE
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LA_BEAUTE_CACHEE_DES_LAIDS
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-11124704-SERIES-TRAILER.mp4
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=5786&selectedLanguage=en
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-204138-ONEOFF_ONLY.mp4
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=15666&selectedLanguage=en
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=18160&selectedLanguage=en
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Travel around the world’s kitchens to discover the 
most popular recipes from each country.  Follow the 
advice of international amateur and professional 
cooks: choice of ingredients, presentation tips and 
tastings on the menu!

22x4’ & 90’

From America, to Europe, Antarctica, come 
along on a fantastic voyage around the world to 
discover where the symbolic animals of each of 
the 5 continents really come from. 

5x52’

Everywhere on the planet cities seem to pop up and 
grow, sometimes despite climatic or geographical 
conditions that seem impossible to live in. How do 
people acclimate to lead a normal life?

13x52’

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/PAPILLES
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/ODYSSEE_DES_ANIMAUX__L__
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/DROLES_DE_VILLES
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=8059&selectedLanguage=en
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-13646511-SERIES.mp4
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=6718&selectedLanguage=en
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=21598&selectedLanguage=fr
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From Edward Scissorhands to Jack Sparrow, Johnny 
Depp is one of the most talented actors, known for 
his eclectic and unconventional film choices. Discover 
the man behind the Hollywood icon.

52’

Brad Pitt is a singular actor in Hollywood’s glamorous 
world, breaking through his “playboy image” and 
embodying American cinema’s renewal. Discover the 
hidden side of the most handsome man in the world.

52’

In 30 years and 50 roles, Denzel Washington, double 
Oscar winner, placed the figure of the Black man in 
all its complexity at the heart of the American para-
doxes: from Black activist, rebel soldier to gangster 
torn between violence and charity.

52’

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/JOHNNY_DEPP___L_AMOUR_DU_FREAK
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/BRAD_PITT____LA_REVANCHE_D_UN_BLOND
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/DENZEL_WASHINGTON___L_AMERIQUE_PARADOXALE
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=19622&selectedLanguage=en
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=18214&selectedLanguage=fr
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=19420&selectedLanguage=en
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Heroine of the Halloween film series, or accomplice 
of a crazy scam in A Fish Called Wanda, Jamie Lee 
Curtis is, at 62, still as credible, funny, and a wildly 
free pop actress.

52’

The portrait of the last cowboy Hollywood le-
gend. Dive into 65 years of career in Hollywood, 
highlighted iconic films: from The Good, the Bad and 
the Ugly, as well as Million Dollar Baby, Mystic River, 
and Gran Torino, all the way to Cry Macho in 2021.

52’

60th anniversary of Marilyn Monroe’s passing: a unique 
portrait in the feminist and post #MeToo era, with a 
contemporary take on violence against women in the 
1950s Hollywood’s golden years, through the eyes of 
a female director.

52’

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/JAMIE_LEE_CURTIS___UN_CRI_DE_LIBERTe_A_HOLLYWOOD
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/MARILYN_BY_MARILYN
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/CLINT_EASTWOOD___LA_DERNIERE_LEGENDE
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=19014&selectedLanguage=en
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=18059&selectedLanguage=en
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-060061.mp4
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=18515&selectedLanguage=en
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2022, the coincidence year when reality catches up 
with fiction. Soylent Green is the 1st sci-fi movie 
about a New York dystopia that disturbingly mirrors 
our daily life: climate change, overpopulation, water 
scarcity, drifting commodity prices, food crises...

52’

The rise, fall and resurrection of Mel Gibson, one 
of the most successful but also controversial Hol-
lywood stars. From Mad Max to The Passion of the 
Christ, from Lethal Weapon to Braveheart… 

52’

Discover the genesis of the Hollywood Black hero 
in Sweet Sweetback’s Baadasssss song, directed by 
Melvin Van Peebles. An echo with the Black Lives 
Matter movement.

52’

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/SOLEIL_VERT_ET_ALERTE_ROUGE__QUAND_HOLLYWOOD_SE_METTAIT_AU_VERT
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/MAD_MEL_AND_MISTER_GIBSON
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Naissance_d_un_heros_noir_au_cinema____Sweet_Sweetback
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=19026&selectedLanguage=en
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-215781-ONEOFF_ONLY.mp4
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=19610&selectedLanguage=fr
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-061201.mp4
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=19253&selectedLanguage=en
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An exclusive investigation on TOTAL, the world’s largest oil and gas company, 
which is struggling to maintain its hegemony in a world where the climate 
crisis is becoming increasingly worrying. Never-before-seen interviews with 
Total’s top experts and executives.

52’ & 90’

Every year, pesticides are withdrawn from the market because they are 
considered too hazardous according to the recent scientific data. However, 
weedkiller and fungicide manufacturers have found a safe haven for their 
newly banned products: Brazil.

52’ & 82’
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https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/L_emprise_Total___anatomie_d_une_multinationale
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/PESTICIDES__L_HYPOCRISIE_EUROPEENNE_-_82_
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=11459&selectedLanguage=fr
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=21753&selectedLanguage=fr
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Rooted in current news this investigation traces 
back Russia’s intervention in Syria and sheds light 
on the war in Ukraine in a different way. 

52’

Host of the 2022 next football World Cup, Qatar is as 
tiny as it is immensely rich. Torn between Western 
modernism and Bedouin conservatism, ruled by the 
iron fist of a royal family, it sits on the planet gas field 
and is a major geopolitical Middle East player.
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52’ & 90’

An international investigation into the hell of fac-
tory farming, deciphering the limitless power of 
multinationals and the law of silence to maintain 
an institutional and global crime.

52’ & 90’

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/RUSSIE__LE_LABORATOIRE_SYRIEN
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Qatar_-_Une_dynastie_a_la_conquete_du_monde
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/La_fabrique_de_la_souffrance_animale
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=22160&selectedLanguage=fr
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=19338&selectedLanguage=en
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=18187&selectedLanguage=fr
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From an ecological point of view, this investigation 
tells us the rise of an invention of the 1990s: strea-
ming. THE must-have technology and its exponential 
carbon footprint are now uncontrollable, to the point 
of raising the question of its survival.

4x15’ & 52’

The Baltic Sea became a major geopolitical hotspot. 
Natural border between 8 countries of the EU and 
Russia, it crystallized many strategic issues: gas pi-
pelines, territories and foreign political influences...

52’
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This international investigation, brought to light by 
the pandemic, explains how pharmaceutical groups 
speculate on medicine to cause drug shortages in 
order to raise their prices.

52’ & 90’

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/STREAMING___CE_MONSTRE_QUI_NOUS_DEVORE
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Panique_en_mer_Baltique
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Medicaments___les_profits_de_la_penurie
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=19060&selectedLanguage=fr
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=19556&selectedLanguage=en
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-15142712-ASSEMBLY.mp4
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=13351&selectedLanguage=en
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Everyday, 6 billion emojis punctuate our virtual 
messages! This playful investigation into the world 
of emojis questions the evolution of language and 
the growing influence of Big Tech.

Google, Apple, Facebook and Amazon (GAFAM) are 
replacing national structures by mining their users’ 
personal data. Is health the next industry facing 
Uberization?

52’ & 90’

Boris Johnson, the UK Brexit leader, left an in-
delible mark on his country – for better or for 
worse. While the UK is facing its first pandemic 
crisis on its own, what future is there for Europe 
and the country?
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3x20’ & 52’

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/EMOJI_NATION
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Main_basse_sur_votre_medecine
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Royaume_Uni__dans_la_tete_de_Boris_Johnson
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-14931199-ASSEMBLY.mp4
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=10260&selectedLanguage=en
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=10997&selectedLanguage=en
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-199968-ONEOFF_ONLY.mp4
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=13912&selectedLanguage=en
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The complex world of geopolitics broken down 
into ten minute, bite-sized chunks. You’ll never 
sound uninformed at the dinner table again.

117x13’
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Ready to see international current affairs different-
ly? Every week, ARTE REPORTS reviews in images the 
events that made the headlines. To bring you current af-
fairs with body and an extra dose of soul, ARTE REPORTS 
favours encounters with real people.

600x26’

Opportunistic and unscrupulous, Vladimir Putin’s 
foreign policy has put Russia back at the center of 
global geostrategic issues. With many experts, the 
documentary questions the deep motivations of this 
new cold war.

52’ 

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/DESSOUS_DES_CARTES__LE_
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/ARTE_REPORTAGE_NEW
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/RUSSIE__LA_NOUVELLE_STRATEGIE
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=14783&selectedLanguage=en
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-047251-TRAILER.mp4
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=169&selectedLanguage=en
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-3944731-SERIES-TRAILER.mp4
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=2862&selectedLanguage=fr
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Through exclusive film archive and written journals, we 
will reveal one of the lesser known chapters of the end 
of the Third Reich, a story of unbelievable brutality and 
murder.

52’ & 90’

The history of anti-Semitism is a story of demonization 
that is deeply intertwined with the societies, countries, 
and ages where it takes place.

4x52’

This history-thriller, international investigation and 
harrowing personal family story recounts how a 
Jewish chef lost the author right’s of her best-selling 
cookbook. Similar cases reveal a system of abuse 
that can still be found today !

52’

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Les_marches_de_la_mort___l_impense_genocidaire_1944-1945
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/HISTOIRE_DE_L_ANTISEMITISME
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/COMMENT_LES_NAZIS_ONT_VOLE_LE_LIVRE_DE_RECETTES_DE_MA_GRAND-MERE
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-14358226-SERIES.mp4
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=9629&selectedLanguage=fr
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-15348093-ASSEMBLY.mp4
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=11394&selectedLanguage=en
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-218588-ONEOFF_ONLY.mp4
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=20459&selectedLanguage=en
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A series of discussions with international specialists who think the world through 
the prism of property. We will explore this multi-faceted concept with a loose 
temporality, through the ownership of body and mind, our rights and the idea of 
collective property. 

4x52’

It was a 444 days ordeal for the American diplomats taken hostage in Tehran. 444 
days of humiliation for the most powerful nation in the world, the United States. 
Within these 444 days, Iranian Islamists imposed their will on their country and the 
world.

52’

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LE_MONDE_ET_SA_PROPRIETE
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/444_Jours_-_La_crise_Iran_-_USA
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=11009&selectedLanguage=en
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=20078&selectedLanguage=en
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200 years ago, Champollion “cracked” the hieroglyph 
code. Follow a scientific investigation to discover this 
mysterious writing and a new expedition into the lar-
gest tomb in Egypt.

52’ & 90’ & 2x45’

A historical cold case: an investigation led by the best 
experts demonstrates that a significant temperature 
drop along with successive deadly diseases under-
mined the foundations of the Roman Empire.

52’ & 90’

So much mystery around this ancient prosperous 
Mediteranean civilization: the Etruscans. The recent 
discovery of an important tomb in Corsica is the 
opportunity to learn everything about their rise & 
fall.

52’ & 90’

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LES_DERNIERS_SECRETS_DES_HIEROGLYPHES
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Le_crepuscule_de_l_Empire_romain
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LES_ETRUSQUES__APOGEE_ET_DECLIN_-_52_
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-16280354-SERIES.mp4
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=18579&selectedLanguage=fr
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-061604.mp4
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=21730&selectedLanguage=en
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-15407714-ASSEMBLY.mp4
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=12754&selectedLanguage=en
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Follow the first twelve months into the heart of the Martian conquest, of the 
extraordinary robot Perseverance, with the mission to explore the surface of 
Mars to find traces of past life. 

52’

In the depths of our solar system, a planet five times more massive than planet 
Earth and so far from the Sun that it would take 10,000 years to orbit the star. 
Does this mysterious Planet 9 really exist? A fascinating research forces us to 
reconsider the genesis of our solar system.

52’ 
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https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Une_annee_sur_Mars_avec_Perseverance
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/La_9eme_Planete
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-206286-ONEOFF_ONLY.mp4
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=18527
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-16275632-ASSEMBLY.mp4
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=9615&selectedLanguage=en
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Their projects are very concrete, sometimes confi-
dential, often breathtaking, always optimistic and 
will revolutionize our health. 

This series explains math, not as it is taught in 
school, but as a mysterious construction of the 
human mind that is present in our culture, our 
thinking and our everyday life!

Moss is at the origin of life on Earth 450 million 
years ago and helped develop multiple different 
ecosystems. A world tour to discover this incredible 
primitive system that fascinates scientists.

52’ & 60’10x9’ 4x52’

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LES_ECLAIREURS_DE_LA_GUERISON
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/PETITES_BALADES_AU_PAYS_DES_MATHS
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Sa_Majeste_les_mousses
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-16332914-SERIES.mp4
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=20332&selectedLanguage=fr
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=16256&selectedLanguage=en
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-199189-ONEOFF_ONLY.mp4
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=13677&selectedLanguage=en
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Dive into an iconic work of the Spanish architect 
Gaudí, Casa Batlló. This fantastic and magical buil-
ding is less known than the Sagrada Família, but 
much more iconic in his work, since he managed to 
invite nature into the city...

Outsider art is made by self-taught or naïve art ma-
kers. Who are its creators and collectors? Why are 
their works suddenly so successful, and why do they 
affect us so deeply?

Discover Albrecht Dürer, a German Renaissance ar-
tist known for his engravings, who imposed a new 
social status on the artist. His abundant work tells 
us about Europe in the middle of a mutation.

52’52’ 52’
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https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LA_NATURE_GAUDI
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/ART_BRUT__LA_DERNIERE_TERRA_INCOGNITA
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/ALBRECHT_DURER___CELUI_QUI_NOUS_REGARDE
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=15163&selectedLanguage=fr
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=18697&selectedLanguage=en
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=16466&selectedLanguage=fr
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This ultimate interview is the opportunity to finally understand Bruno Latour, 
“one of the most internationally famous, but also misunderstood French socio-
logist and philosopher” according to The New York Times. 

 2x52’ & 11x12’ + 4’

Shot in black and white with a hand-held camera, this is the most precious, balanced 
and disturbing account we have of the spirit of May 68.

98’ 
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https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/BRUNO_LATOUR__L_ULTIME_ENTRETIEN
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/GRANDS_SOIRS_ET_PETITS_MATINS
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=19735&selectedLanguage=fr
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=396&selectedLanguage=en
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Their dream: to become a “danseur étoile” one 
day. Today, those students we followed in the 
series, are now approaching their 25th birthday 
and will enter the prime of their careers.

From the 1930s Tunisia, where he was born, to 
the Parisian Marais where he set up his house and 
workshops, discover the exceptional career of the last 
great French fashion designer.

From Cape Town to Casablanca, from Goma to Al-
giers, the African breakdance scene has imposed 
itself internationally and the discipline is preparing 
to make its entry into the Olympic Games. 

7x10’52’ 3x26’ & 75’
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https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/GRAINES_D_ETOILES_3___VIVRE_SON_TEMPS_1
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/AZZEDINE_ALAIA__UN_COUTURIER_FRANCAIS
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/BBOYS___BGIRLS_AFRICA
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-219451-ONEOFF_ONLY.mp4
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=20812&selectedLanguage=en
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=19652&selectedLanguage=en
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=20660&selectedLanguage=fr
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FLASH THE QR CODES TO DISCOVER OUR THEMATIC COLLECTIONS

SCIENCES

ART & CULTURE

INVESTIGATION

CINEMA ICONS

HISTORY

WILDLIFE & DISCOVERY DOCS FOR THE PLANET

DIGITAL FACTORY
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